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LUNCHTIME LANGUAGE

12-1PM / Community Library / Ketchum
This free high-novice to mid-intermediate class will practice Spanish through conversation, reading
and watching authentic materials in Spanish. New vocabulary will be presented, and grammar will be
strengthened. For more information, contact instructor Sara Pettit at spettit@csi.edu.

WED NOV 6

MENTAL HEALTH: BROWN BAG LUNCH
12:15-1:15PM / St. Luke’s Clinic / Hailey

Mindfulness and Mental Health in the Therapeutic Setting will be presented by Alison Burpee, a
licensed clinical social worker. She will discuss positive effects to neural reactivity in the brain that can
support, restore and maintain optimal mental health, and how mental health professionals are integrating mindfulness into the therapeutic setting. Find out how and why mindfulness practices can foster
general mental well-being, promote calmness and clarity, and reduce the impact and occurrence of experiences such as anxiety, depression, compulsion, rumination, and impulsivity. For more information,
contact Erin Buelle at buelle@slhs.org.

WED NOV 6

SEED PARTY

5:30-7:30PM / Natural Grocers / Hailey
Wood River Seed Library will take seed donations at these work parties, then will clean the seeds together while chatting about gardening
and seed saving. Ten percent of the seeds will go in the Seed Vault, and
the rest in the Seed Bank for free distribution to the public.
Bring dry seeds, in paper bags or in (repurposed) glass jars, filled no
more than one third so there is plenty air space for the seeds to breathe and continue to cure without
getting moldy. Label your seed donations with your name, the source of the seeds, the location where
the seeds were harvested, the name of the seeds, characteristics and qualities, and optional notes. This
information is needed to fill out the back of the WRSL seed packets. For more information, visit woodriverseedlibrary@gmail.com.

WED NOV 6

NAMI RECOVERY SUPPORT
5:30-7PM / Sun Club / Hailey

Women’s meetings are the 2nd and 4th Wednesday each month; men’s meetings 2nd and 4th Tuesday
each month. Both genders invited to attend on 1st and 3rd Tuesday each month. All meetings are held at
731 N. 1st Ave.

THU NOV 7

SAT & ACT

4:30-5:30PM / Community Library / Ketchum
Teens may join the SAT and ACT Study Group with tutoring support through Dec. 12. Some materials will be provided, but students are encouraged to bring workbooks, computers or smartphones for
this study hour. Free.

THU NOV 7

BELLEVUE ARTISTS ALLIANCE
5-7PM / 7 Fuego / Bellevue

Bellevue Artist Alliance will hold a reception at 7 Fuego Restaurant, 200 S. Main St. in Bellevue.
There will be free food, live music, and an open bar. For more information, contact Lee Higman at Dennis.higman@gmail.com.

THU NOV 7

HAILEY HISTORY TALK

5:30PM / Hailey Library / Hailey

SPONSORED COFFEE CHATS WITH KIKI

UPDATES COLUMN

I

n a world where the climate-action mantra has shifted to
all-electric everything, there are incredible opportunities for
an electric utility; think of the new streams of income off just
electric cars and buses. Even much-hated PGE in California now is
advertising an electric fleet incentive program for trucks.
Idaho Power could be making tons of money by building their
own solar and wind farms. Instead, they are spending their time
on wresting small streams of pennies difference from residential and small commercial customers who have put solar on their
roofs. There has been a proposed settlement in the Idaho Public
Utilities case for solar net metering and there are still a few days
left to comment on it.
As feared, most small commercial and residential solar panel
owners will take the brunt of these changes in net metering starting in January 2020. Instead of being able to make more solar
power one day than one uses (sending the rest to the grid), and
keep the credit at your same retail rates for another day, you will
now get compensated at a lower rate per kWh if you don’t use all
the energy you generate that hour. And don’t even get me started
with the calculations that are going to go into how that new lower
rate is calculated:
“Net Hourlv Billing. At the end of each hour, consumption and
exports within the hour will be netted and net hourly exports will
be compensated at the Export Credit”. “Methodology to Determine the Export Credit Rate. The Export Credit Rate will be based
on the value of exported energy from all solar photovoltaic (“PV”)
customers in each class, and will be applicable to all distributed
generation (“DG”) resources taking service under Schedule 6 and
Schedule 8. Signing Parties recognize the exported energy value
may be different for other DG resources. Parties retain the right
to advocate for export credit rates specific to other DG resources
in future proceedings. The methodology to determine the Export
Credit Rate will be: 1. Avoided Energy Value. The energy value
will be the two-year levelized energy-weighted average of the Demand Side Management (“DSM”) Altemate Cost obtained from
the pricing periods set forth in the most recently acknowledged
Integrated Resource Plan (“lRP”) calculated as the summation of
the product of hourly energy exports and the DSM price divided
by Total Annual Energy Exports for the class.”1
In the scheme of their entire generation portfolio, Idaho Power’s
income from this difference is tiny, but they are going to create an
accounting nightmare for themselves to track it all while creating
hardship for those homeowners who scraped together the funds
to put solar on their roofs. Maybe in order to change our utility’s
culture to look for the opportunities in clean energy rather than
seeing us as the enemy, we need to first look at changing the culture of our Public Utilities Commission, which tells this investor
utility what it can do. www.utilitydive.com/news/3-state-commissions-upending-the-way-utilities-do-business/563949/.
Speaking of PGE, there have been more transmission-caused
fires in both Northern and Southern California, more preemptive
power outages for millions, more lost business, more lost homes,
and many displaced families. We can take notes and prepare.
www.cbsnews.com/news/after-pg-e-blackouts-california-homeowners-move-to-solar-and-batteries/.
Climate change is affecting not only California, but Idaho as
well; we’re not immune to similar scenarios with our transmission
grid.
If you’ve missed a column, they are all on my website at: http://
tidwellcommissionercampaign.com.
h t t p s: // p u c. i d a h o.g ov/f i l e r o o m /c a s e s /e l e c / I P C / I PCE1815/20191011Motion%20for%20Settlement%20Agreement.
pdf
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“Fistfights, Bank Fraud and Water: Two Early Stories of Hailey,” a free
talk will be offered with popular local historian Tom Blanchard. Blanchard
will explore events of state and regional importance filled with a cast of
colorful characters. For more information, visit haileypubliclibrary.org.

THU NOV 7

WOUNDS: BROWN BAG LUNCH

12:15-1:15PM / St. Luke’s WR / Ketchum
Understanding Wounds: Causes, Treatment and Prevention will be presented by Mandy Allaire,
N.P., and other wound care specialists. The team will share how current evidence-based medicine and
technology, in addition to well-guided participation from the patient and in-home care support, can help
with prevention and promote healing through successful wound management. For more information,
contact Erin Buelle at buelle@slhs.org.
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